DATE: December 1, 2005

SUBJECT: Hammer Lifting Eye Kits – 98410212 and 98410215

RATING: INFORMATION (Action is optional)

MACHINE MODEL(S): Spiking Machine Model C
Spiking Machine Model 99C
CX Hammer
Spiking Machine Model SS-B

SERIAL NUMBER(S): Model C: 410073-410133
Model 99C: 410200-410424
CX Hammer: 410500 and higher (except CSX machines s/n 410651 and higher and BNSF machines s/n 410657 and higher)
SS-B: 390200 and above

SUMMARY: Lifting eyes have been designed to aid in removing and installing the Kent spiking hammers.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: Installing these kits will make changing the spiking hammers faster and easier.

ACTION: There are 2 different hammer models used depending on the machine: Model C and 99C machines s/n 410073-410424 use Kent Model KHB1G hammers and CX Hammers s/n 410500 and above, and Model SS-B use Kent Model KF3 hammers. There is a separate part number for each model hammer. Kit 98410212 is used on CX Hammers and Model SS-B Spiking Machines and kit 98410215 is used on Model C and 99C Spiking Machines. Please order the correct kit for your machine.

Kits include the lifting eye, hardware and instructions and are easily installed using common tools. One kit is required per hammer. See Figures 1 and 2 for individual parts included in the kits.

WARRANTY: None
Figure 2
KF3 Lifting Eye Kit – 98410212
(CX Hammer and Model SS-B Spiking Machines)